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Abstract 

Purpose: In this study, derived type the optimal patient 

breathing through the precision analysis of tumor tracking 

algorithm in accordance with the respiratory type was applied 

to the Cyber-Knife SynchronyTM respiratory tumor tracking 

therapy. 

Methods: For the measurement, by End to End measurement 

method program of Cyber-Knife manufacturer using Dynamic 

Thorax and Gafchromic Film, Treatment Targeting Error 

(TTE) and Superior/Inferior Direction Error (SIDE) were 

analyzed at 90% and 95% dose thresholds, respectively. 

Results: 90% TTE in the Respiratory groupⅠ(regular) is 

0.86±0.18 ~ 1.67±0.12, SIDE is -1.4±0.18 ~ -0.32±0.13, 95% 

error range of TTE is 1.05±0.19 ~ 2.34 ± 0.23, SIDE is -

2.09±0.17 ~ 0.3±0.24. In the Respiration groupⅡ to stop 

(Hold) for aerobic respiration in 90% error range of TTE is 

1.5±0.04 ~ 2.02±0.19, SIDE is -0.1±0.31 ~ 1.57±0.1. 95% 

error range of TTE is 1.31±0.13 ~ 2.33±0.13, SIDE is -

0.05±0.34 ~ 1.67±0.2. In addition, in the Respiration groupⅢ 

(SI / RE) 90% error range of TTE is 1.29±0.39 ~ 2.32±0.24, 

SIDE is -1.31±0.18 ~ 1.2±0.21, 95% error range of TTE is 

1.37±0.26 ~ 3.17±0.19, SIDE is -1.79±0.24 ~ 1.28±0.25. 

Conclusion: Patients should fully understand of the 

importance for a stable respiration and are well-informed of 

respiration prior to a 4-D CT scan and radiation therapy, and it 

is judged that it is very important to do tumor-tracking 

radiation therapy, After training them in respiration so that 

they come near to Respiration group through the advance 

respiratory training and have a stable respiration type. 

Keywords: Tumor tracking system, Respiration type, 

Treatment Targeting Error (TTE), Superior/Inferior Direction 

Error (SIDE)  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently in the radiation therapy field, radiation therapy 

equipment converged with state-of-the-art engineering 

technology were introduced due to rapid development of 

computer engineering and mechanical control engineering 

which led to clinical application of state-of-the-art radiation 

therapy technology such as 3-Dimensional Conformal 

Radiation Therapy (3D-CRT), Intensity Modulated Radiation 

Therapy (IMRT), Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT), 

and Stereotaxic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT). This 

enabled increased success rate of cancer treatment by 

irradiating adequate dose that can control the tumor on the 

tumor tissue and also enabled minimizing radiation dose 

irradiated on normal tissue surrounding the tumor [1, 2]. 

However for tumors which are located in the thoracic and 

abdominal organs such as the lungs or the liver, blurring effect 

appears in dose distribution due to movement of organs 

caused by respiration and because it increases penumbra at the 

edges of the field size it causes differences in planned 

prescribed dose and actually delivered dose. This blurring of 

dose distribution caused by internal organ movement due to 

respiration and increase of penumbra at the edges of the field 

size have been recognized as important problems that 

decrease accuracy of radiation therapy [3, 4]. According to 

AAPM (America Association of Physicists in Medicine) task 

group 76 report, it was reported that depending on the patient 

3~22mm of movement in the lungs, 19~55mm of movement 

in the liver, pancreas, and kidney located in the 

gastrointestinal system were observed in a free breathing state 

[5].  In this case accurate target volume decision is difficult 

in the radiation therapy stage and due to uncertainty of tumor 

position precise treatment cannot be expected. There are 

various important requirements to increase Therapeutic Ratio 

(TR) in radiation therapy and in the rest of the factors 

excluding radiation dose, accurate confirmation of tumor 

position is a very important requirement [6, 7]. In the past the 

only method was to treat a wider area than the tumor tissue 

considering lesions due to respiration and movement of 

organs by including normal tissue within the therapeutic range 

where movement of the tumor is expected. Therefore 

complication rates of the normal tissue surrounding the tumor 

tissue was high and in case of lowering prescription dose or 

target volume in fear of complications in the normal tissue, 

effective treatment results could not be obtained [8]. Recently, 

clinically for tumors located in the thoracic and abdominal 

organs, to confirm the movement of internal organs due to 

respiration and position of tumors, position imaging of tumors 

moving according to respiration is obtained by time with 4-

dimensional computed tomography (4-D CT) using a Real-

time Position Management (RPM) system that observes 
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respiration from the simulation stage to apply on Radiation 

Therapy Planning (RTP) [9, 10]. Also during actual treatment, 

by using respiratory gating system that applies internal organ 

according to patient respiration and tumor position 

information or by confirming the movement of internal organs 

due to respiration and position of tumors with respiratory 

tracking system the accuracy of radiation therapy is being 

increased [11, 12]. However even when gating with patient 

respiration or applying real-time tracking of tumor movement 

according to aspiration on therapy, the respiration types of 

each patient are not always consistent. Therefore it causes 

differences between the prescribed dose planned according to 

respiration type of the patient and actually delivered 

prescribed dose and it is estimated that there will be 

differences in accuracy of radiation therapy. Therefore the 

purpose of the study is to collect respiration data where 4-D 

CT was performed to analyze respiration type log files and to 

analyze the accuracy of tumor tracking algorithm [13] 

according to respiration type to explore the most suitable 

respiration type for respiratory tumor tracking radiation 

therapy by Cyber-Knife (Accuracy Inc. Sunnyvale, CA, 

USA).  

 

METHODS 

Study design: This paper analyzed a technical analysis for that 

dose threshold of the study was analyzed using 95% and 90% 

therapeutic target error result values and 95% and 90% 

Superior/ Inferior direction error (SIDE) result values and To 

observe the differences between the three groups categorized 

by respiration type. 

Respiratory type log files conversion Materials and/or 

Subjects: To analyze the log files of each respiration type 

collected for the study "QUASAR phantom software" was 

used convert into respiration data values and using the 

converted data values, first the average respiratory cycle time 

of one cycle was obtained as shown in Table 1 and second, by 

calculating the inspiration and expiration time of one cycle of 

respiration the average inspiration and expiration time was 

derived from the total respiration cycle. 

 

Table 1: Respiration type of the 4-D CT log files (Unit: sec) 

Case (n=20) Respiration 

type 

Respiration 

one cycle average 

time 

*Inha. 

average time 

**Exha. 

average 

time 

Hold average time Respiration 

group 

1  

Regular 

5.77 2.89  2.88  - Respiration 

group 

Ⅰ 
2 4.37 2.12  2.25  - 

3 3.10 1.71  1.39  - 

4 4.79 2.42  2.37  - 

5 4.70 2.33  2.37  - 

6 4.80 2.62  2.18  - 

7 3.26 1.73  1.53  - 

8 3.53 2.01  1.52  - 

1 Hold 5.47 2.43 2.06 0.98 Respiration 

group 

Ⅱ 

2 7.11 2.17  2.71  2.23 

3 6.68 1.90  2.82  1.96 

4 6.38 2.26  2.53  1.59 

1 ***SI/RE 

 

4.27  1.88  2.39  - Respiration 

group 

Ⅲ 
2 4.16  2.36  1.80  - 

3 5.12  2.82  2.30  - 

4 4.92  2.91  2.01  - 

5 4.05 2.36  1.69  - 

6 5.04 2.97  2.07  - 

7 5.20  2.87  2.33  - 

8 4.35  2.62  1.73  - 

*Inha.: Inhalation  

**Exha.: Exhalation  

***SI/RE: Slow Inhalation/Rapid Exhalation 
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Respiratory type log files conversion: As seen in Fig.1, 

respiration type shows regular form respiration cycle graph 

and when the time difference between inspiration time and 

expiration time was under 0.5 seconds it was categorized as 

respiration group I (Regular) and as seen in Fig. 2, when 

breath was held for over 1.0 seconds during expiration before 

inspiration it was categorized into respiration group II (Hold), 

and as seen in Fig. 3, if the time for inspiration was relatively 

longer than the time for expiration (time difference over 0.5 

seconds) it was categorized into respiration group III (Slow In 

/ Rapid Ex; SI/RE). 

Image acquisition and treatment plan establishment: To obtain 

the image necessary in the treatment plan establishment of this 

study, CT scanner (Light speed 16 channels RT, GE, USA) 

was used. With Cyber-Knife CT protocol, with the conditions 

of resolution 355x355, slice thickness 0.625 mm, tube voltage 

120 kVp, and tube current 250 mA, as seen in Fig.4 A1, A2, a 

dynamic thoracic phantom (X-sight lung tracking phantom kit 

& 4-Dimensional planning phantom, CIRS, Accuracy, USA) 

was placed to conduct computed tomography [Fig. 4 B1, B2]. 

Also in the treatment plan of the study a 25 mm diameter ball 

cube was set as a therapeutic target within the dynamic 

thoracic phantom and by using Accuracy Multiplan (ver. 

2.2.0), a treatment plant system by Cyber-Knife, the study 

established a treatment plan using X-sight lung tracking 

method so that the 200 cGy of prescribed dose would cover 90% 

and 95%.  

 

Figure 1: The graph of regular respiration type: If the time 

difference between the inhalation and the exhalation in a 

respiratory cycle is less than 0.5 seconds, it was classified as 

regular respiration type. 

 

 

Figure 2: The graph of hold respiration type: If the respiration 

pauses more than 1.0 seconds between the inhalation and the 

exhalation, it was classified as hold respiration type. 

 

Figure 3: The graph of Slow Inhalation/Rapid Exhalation 

(SI/RE) respiration type: If the inhalation time compared to 

exhalation time is longer than 0.5 seconds in a respiratory 

cycle, it was classified as SI/RE respiration type. 

 

 

Figure 4: Phantom set-up & image acquisition. A (A1, A2) is 

phantom set-up on CT table. B (B1, B2) is phantom anterior-

posterior & lateral scout image. 

 

Measurement of tumor tracking system accuracy using Cyber-

Knife: To measure the accuracy of the tumor tracking system 

a dynamic thoracic phantom was placed on the couch of the 

Cyber-Knife treatment device. Also according to respiration 

type, on the flat top part of the moving phantom LED markers 

were attached and were arranged so that SynchronyTM 

infrared camera would be able to recognize it. Respiration 

data categorized by respiration type was applied on the 

dynamic thoracic phantom and synchronized movement 

according to respiration type with the Cyber-Knife treatment 

device to enable real-time tumor tracking. For real-time tumor 

tracking, real-time respiration cycle signal obtained from LED 

markers attached on the exterior of the dynamic thoracic 

phantom and position of tumors within the dynamic thoracic 

phantom moving according to respiration were set as 

correlation model and to establish a respiratory response 

correlation model that can be reliable in tracking, diagnostic 

x-ray imaging equipment that cross in the 45° and 315° 

direction, on the different phases of the entire respiration cycle 
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(thus maximum inspiration point, maximum expiration point, 

middle inspiration point, middle expiration point, 1/3 

inspiration point, 1/3 expiration point, 2/3 inspiration point, 

2/3 expiration point) eight different images were captured to 

obtain the correlation model necessary in respiration tumor 

tracking [Figure 5] 

 

 

Figure 5: The respiration models acquired from eight 

different locations of the respiration phase: ① is end 

inhalation, ② is end exhalation, ③ is mid inhalation, ④ is 

mid exhalation, ⑤ is 1/3 exhalation, ⑥ is 1/3 inhalation,  

⑦ is 2/3 exhalation, ⑧ is 2/3 inhalation 

 

Tumor tracking irradiation using tumor tracking algorithm: 

Treatment plan was set so that the respiration data categorized 

to three respiration types (respiration group I, II, III) applied 

on the dynamic thoracic phantom so that 200 cGy prescribed 

dose would cover 95% on the target (ball cube target), the 

therapeutic target within the phantom, and radiation was 

irradiated five times each on each respiration type. Using a 25 

mm diameter Collimator cone with identical size to target in 

irradiation, 91 beams were eradicated on 1 half and 51 nodes 

and also identical to Cyber-Knife treatment orthogonal 

diagnostic x-ray imaging was done per 5 nodes to calibrate the 

6-D coordinates (Six directions coordinates: X, Y, Z, roll, 

pitch, yaw) of the therapeutic target so that the correlation 

error of the therapeutic target would be under 1.5 mm, the 

maximum tolerance range. 

Film analysis: For film analysis, Epson expression 10000XL 

scanner (resolution 2,400 dpi) was used to scan two films 

orthogonal inserted in the target (ball cube target) the 

therapeutic target within the phantom, and a background film 

that was not irradiated and End to End (E2E) film analysis 

program (Accuray, USA) provided by Cyber-Knife was used 

[Figure 6]. Evaluation of target error, the therapeutic target, 

can be defined by the length of the displacement vector in 

tumor trucking and study used three directions, thus 

“Superior-Inferior (SI), Left-Right (LR), and Anterior-

Posterior (AP) direction displacement differences as seen in 

equation 1. 

 

Figure 6: End to End (E2E) software for film analysis: The 

films exposed to radiation were analyzed using the End to End 

film analysis program. 

 

Target error = √(𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑠𝑢𝑝−𝑖𝑛𝑓)2 + (𝑑𝑒𝑣𝐿𝑡−𝑅𝑡)2 + (𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡−𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡)2  (1) 

 

Statistical analysis: Statistical analysis about dose threshold of 

the study was analyzed using 95% and 90% therapeutic target 

error (TTE) result values and 95% and 90% Superior/ Inferior 

direction error (SIDE) result values in statistical program 

SPSS (IBM, USA, ver. 19.0). To observe the differences 

between the three groups categorized by respiration type, 

respiration group I (Regular), respiration group II (Hold), and 

respiration III (SI/RE), nonparametric test Kruskal-Wallis test 

was used and also to see the differences between two groups 

divided into regular and irregular aspiration groups 

(respiration group I vs. respiration group II,III), Mann-

Whitney test was used. In addition, significance probability of 

under 5% (p<0.05) was defined to be statistically significant. 

 

RESULTS 

By using the tumor tracking system on the ball cube target, 

the therapeutic target, moving according to respiration within 

the dynamic thoracic phantom, radiation was irradiated so that 

the 200 cGy prescribed dose would cover 95%. After dose 

irradiation, the film was scanned with the scanner and by 

using Cyber-Knife End to End (E2E) film analysis program 

90% and 95% dose threshold were applied an overall 

therapeutic targeting error (TTE) and superior/inferior 

direction error (SIDE) were analyzed and represented [Table 

2-4]. 
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Table 2: End to End (E2E) film analysis value of respiration group I 

Case  

(n=8) 

Respiration  

type  

90% Dose thresholds 
 

95% Dose thresholds 

*TTE **SIDE 
 

TTE SIDE 

1 

Regular 
 

1.20±0.15 -0.80±0.13 
 

1.36±0.16  -1.06±0.2 

2 1.67±0.12 -1.40±0.18 
 

2.34±0.23  -2.09±0.17  

3 0.86±0.18 -0.48±0.15 
 

1.05±0.19  -0.82±0.14 

4 1.40±0.19 -0.83±0.25  
 

1.44±0.13  -0.51±0.13  

5 1.04±0.25 -0.32±0.13 
 

1.47±0.16  -0.39±0.18  

6 1.54±0.3 -0.99±0.26 
 

1.72±0.16  -0.95±0.31  

7 1.16±0.17 -0.44±0.16 
 

1.31±0.25  0.30±0.24  

8 0.92±0.19 -0.63±0.23 
 

1.11±0.22  -0.89±0.21  

*TTE: Treatment Targeting Error 

**SIDE: Superior Inferior Direction Error 

 

 

Table 3: End to End (E2E) film analysis value of respiration group II 

Case 

(n=4) 
Respiration type 

 

90% Dose thresholds 
 

95% Dose thresholds 

*TTE **SIDE 
 

TTE SIDE 

1 

Hold 
 

1.50±0.04 -0.10±0.31 
 

1.31±0.13 -0.05±0.34 

2 1.82±0.13 1.57±0.1 
 

2.30±0.24 1.67±0.2 

3 1.54±0.1 -0.81±0.18 
 

2.03±0.24 -0.82±0.15 

4 2.02±0.19 -1.03±0.21 
 

2.33±0.13 -0.71±0.11 
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Table 4: End to End (E2E) film analysis value of respiration group III 

Case 

(n=8) 
Respiration type 

 

90% Dose thresholds 
 

95% Dose thresholds 

*TTE **SIDE 
 

TTE SIDE 

1 

***SI/RE 
 

1.37±0.25 -0.47±0.2 
 

1.47±0.26 -0.57±0.24 

2 1.29±0.39 -0.59±0.24 
 

1.78±0.2 -1.02±0.22 

3 1.68±0.21 1.20±0.21 
 

2.02±0.18 1.28±0.25 

4 1.68±0.21 -1.21±0.18 
 

1.37±0.26 -0.74±0.26 

5 2.32±0.24 -1.27±0.21 
 

3.17±0.19 -1.70±0.19 

6 2.15±0.14 -1.31±0.18 
 

2.82±0.19 -1.79±0.24 

7 1.67±0.21 -0.53±0.19 
 

1.56±0.41 -0.51±0.23 

8 1.35±0.26 -0.49±0.18 
 

1.57±0.24 -0.44±0.16 

Case 

(n=8) 
Respiration type 

 

90% Dose thresholds 
 

95% Dose thresholds 

*TTE **SIDE 
 

TTE SIDE 

1 

***SI/RE 
 

1.37±0.25 -0.47±0.2 
 

1.47±0.26 -0.57±0.24 

2 1.29±0.39 -0.59±0.24 
 

1.78±0.2 -1.02±0.22 

3 1.68±0.21 1.20±0.21 
 

2.02±0.18 1.28±0.25 

4 1.68±0.21 -1.21±0.18 
 

1.37±0.26 -0.74±0.26 

5 2.32±0.24 -1.27±0.21 
 

3.17±0.19 -1.70±0.19 

6 2.15±0.14 -1.31±0.18 
 

2.82±0.19 -1.79±0.24 

7 1.67±0.21 -0.53±0.19 
 

1.56±0.41 -0.51±0.23 

8 1.35±0.26 -0.49±0.18 
 

1.57±0.24 -0.44±0.16 

*TTE: Treatment Targeting Error 

**SIDE: Superior Inferior Direction Error 

***SI/RE: Slow Inhalation / Rapid Exhalation 
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Table 5: Statistical analysis of dose thresholds 

Respiration group End to End film analysis value p-value 

 
group Ⅰ 

 
95% Dose thresholds TTE 0.037 

 
group Ⅱ,Ⅲ 

 

 
group Ⅰ 

 
90% Dose thresholds TTE 0.007 

 
group Ⅱ,Ⅲ 

 

 
group Ⅰ 

 
95% Dose thresholds SIDE 0.440 

 
group Ⅱ,Ⅲ 

 

 
group Ⅰ 

 
90% Dose thresholds SIDE 0.728 

 
group Ⅱ,Ⅲ 

 

 

Maximum error tolerance analysis by respiration type 

Respiration group I (Regular) respiration type: In respiration 

group I, the overall therapeutic targeting error (TTE) value of 

the 90% dose threshold range was 0.86 ± 0.18 ~ 1.67 ± 0.12, 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be -1.4 ± 0.18 ~ -0.32 ± 0.13. Also the overall TTE value of 

the 95% dose threshold range was 1.05 ± 0.19 ~ 2.34 ± 0.23 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be -2.09 ± 0.17 ~ 0.3 ± 0.24. Therefore overall therapeutic 

targeting error value and superior/inferior direction error value 

was under the maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in respiration 

group I [Figure 7]. 

Respiration group II (Hold) respiration type: In respiration 

group I, the overall therapeutic targeting error (TTE) value of 

the 90% dose threshold range was 1.5 ± 0.04 ~ 2.02 ± 0.19, 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be 0.1 ± 0.31 ~ 1.57 ± 0.1. Also the overall TTE value of 

the 95% dose threshold range was 1.31 ± 0.13 ~ 2.33 ± 0.13 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be -0.05 ± 0.34 ~ 1.67 ± 0.2. Therefore overall therapeutic 

targeting error value and superior/inferior direction error value 

exceeded the maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in respiration 

group II [Figure 8]. 

 

 

 

90% Dose thresholds 

 

 

95% Dose thresholds 

Figure 7: Each error value of the respiration group I (Regular respiration type): Most of TTE and SIDE  

value were less than the maximum tolerance value of 1.5 mm. 
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90% Dose thresholds 

  

95% Dose thresholds 

Figure 8: Each error value of the respiration group II (Hold respiration type): Most of TTE value exceeded the maximum 

tolerance value of 1.5mm. Most of SIDE value was less than the maximum tolerance value of 1.5mm. 

 

Respiration group III (SI/RE) respiration type: In respiration 

group I, the overall therapeutic targeting error (TTE) value of 

the 90% dose threshold range was -1.31 ± 0.18 ~ 1.2 ± 0.21, 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be 0.1 ± 0.31 ~ 1.57 ± 0.1. Also the overall TTE value of 

the 95% dose threshold range was 1.37 ± 0.26 ~ 3.17 ± 0.19 

and superior/inferior direction error (SIDE) value was found 

to be -1.79 ± 0.24 ~ 1.28 ± 0.25. Therefore overall therapeutic 

targeting error value and superior/inferior direction error value 

was over the maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in respiration 

group II [Figure 9] 

 

 

 

90% Dose thresholds 

  

95% Dose thresholds 

 

Figure 9: Each error value of the respiration group III (SI/RE respiration type): Most of TTE value exceeded the maximum 

tolerance value of 1.5mm. Most of SIDE value was less than the maximum tolerance value of 1.5mm. 
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Dose threshold error analysis 

95% dose threshold therapeutic target error (TTE): To express 

the overall therapeutic target error values that exceed the 

maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in the 95% dose threshold 

range in percentage,  in respiration group I (Regular) 

respiration type, 2 data out of 8 exceeded maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 25%, in respiration group II 

(Hold) respiration type, 3 data out of 4 exceeded maximum 

error tolerance resulting in a ratio of 75%, and in respiration 

group III (SI/RE) respiration type, 6 data out of 8 exceeded 

maximum error tolerance resulting in a ratio of 75% [Figure 

10]. 

 

Figure 10: 95% TTE value of each respiration type: The rate 

of deviation for maximum tolerance value was 25%, 75%, and 

75% in the regular, hold, SI/RE respiratory type, respectively. 

 

90% dose threshold therapeutic target error (TTE): To express 

the overall therapeutic target error values that exceed the 

maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in the 90% dose threshold 

range in percentage, in respiration group I respiration type, 2 

data out of 8 exceeded maximum error tolerance resulting in a 

ratio of 25%, in respiration group II respiration type, 3 data 

out of 4 exceeded maximum error tolerance resulting in a ratio 

of 75%, and in respiration group III respiration type, 5 data 

out of 8 exceeded maximum error tolerance resulting in a ratio 

of 62.5% [Figure 11]. 

 

Figure 11: 90% TTE value of each respiration type: The rate 

of deviation for maximum tolerance value was 25%, 75%, and 

62.5% in the regular, hold, SI/RE respiratory type, 

respectively. 

95% dose threshold superior/inferior direction error (SIDE): 

To express the superior/inferior direction error values that 

exceed the maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in the 95% dose 

threshold range in percentage, in respiration group I 

respiration type, 1 data out of 8 exceeded maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 12.5%, in respiration group II 

respiration type, 1 data out of 4 exceeded maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 25%, and in respiration group 

III respiration type, 3 data out of 8 exceeded maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 37.5% [Figure 12]. 

 

Figure 12: 95% SIDE value of each respiration type: The rate 

of deviation for maximum tolerance value was 12.5%, 25%, 

and 37.5% in the regular, hold, SI/RE respiratory type, 

respectively. 

 

90% dose threshold superior/inferior direction error (SIDE): 

To express the superior/inferior direction error values that 

exceed the maximum error tolerance 1.5 mm in the 90% dose 

threshold range in percentage, in respiration group I 

respiration type, all 8 data was within maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 0%, in respiration group II 

respiration type, 1 data out of 4 exceeded maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 25%, and in respiration group 

III respiration type, all 8 data was within maximum error 

tolerance resulting in a ratio of 0% [Figure 13].   

 

Figure 13: 90% SIDE value of each respiration type: The rate 

of deviation for maximum tolerance value was 0%, 25%, and 

0% in the regular, hold, SI/RE respiratory type, respectively. 
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Also, superior/inferior direction error values were mostly 

under the maximum error tolerance value 1.5 mm in both 90% 

and 95% dose threshold regardless of respiration type, but in 

therapeutic target error value, in respiration group II and 

respiration group III respiration types of 90% and 95% dose 

threshold had 75% of values that exceeded the maximum error 

tolerance range 1.5 mm (90% of respiration group III, TTE 

excluded with 62.5%), and in respiration group I respiration 

type, there was the lowest number of values that exceeded 

maximum error tolerance range with 25%. In the above 

measurement results, compared to superior/inferior direction 

error therapeutic target error was found to be influenced more 

by respiration type. 

Statistical analysis: There was no statistical significance in the 

Kruskal-Wallis test conducted to see the differences between 

the three groups categorized by respiration type, respiration 

group I (Regular), respiration group II (Hold), and respiration 

III (SI/RE), however in the Mann-Whitney test used to 

observe the difference between two groups divided into 

regular and irregular aspiration groups (respiration group I vs. 

respiration group II, III), the 95% and 90% therapeutic target 

error (TTE) values were found to be under the significance 

probability 5% (p<0.05) and it was analyzed that regular 

respiration type respiration group I had statistical analysis 

compared to irregular respiration type respiration groups II, III 

[Table 5]. In addition, in superior/inferior direction error 

values there were no statistical significance in either Kruskal-

Wallis or Mann-Whitney tests. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Looking at the respiration characteristics results in the 

therapeutic target error (TTE) analysis of the study, in the 

respiration group II that holds respiration temporarily in the 

middle of expiration and in respiration group III with Slow In 

/ Rapid Ex there were many values that exceeded the 

maximum error tolerance range 1.5 mm but regular respiration 

type respiration group I mostly showed values that was under 

the maximum error tolerance range 1.5 mm. Also looking at 

the respiration characteristics results in the superior/inferior 

direction error (SIDE) analysis, it was the most stable and 

regular respiration type respiration group I, and it was found 

that there was the most movement in respiration group III 

(SI/RE) respiration type. Based on these results it was 

analyzed that, in the Cyber-Knife respiration tumor tracking 

system, respiration type is very important. Especially in 

treatment of tumors located in the lungs of the thorax or the 

liver of the abdomen where there is large movement due to 

respiration, making the patient understand the importance of 

stable respiration for starting 4-D CT or actual radiation 

therapy, and making the patients have a similar stable 

respiration type to respiration group I (Regular) through 

adequate respiration practice before hand if possible, is 

predicted to minimize normal tissue damage in Cyber-Knife 

respiration tumor tracking radiation therapy and increase 

tumor tissue control probability to contribute to maximizing 

therapeutic ratio.  
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